WELCOME TO VILNIUS
MODERN NORTHERN EUROPEAN COUNTRY
The Largest of 3 Baltic States
STRATEGIC LOCATION

15 airlines to/from 92 destinations
1-3 hours by air from most major European cities
GREEN & CLEAN

46% green space

Cleanest air of all major EU cities

Drinking water among the cleanest in Europe
One of the largest in Eastern and Central Europe

UNESCO LISTED OLD TOWN

One of the largest in Eastern and Central Europe
More than 80% of residents speak at least one foreign language. About 40% speak English.
COMFORTABLY COMPACT

City Centre to Airport in 15 minutes
Conference site (Academy of Sciences)

The building

The main hall

Smaller hall available for symposia
Everything within walking distance
No need for public transportation
PALACE OF THE GRAND DUKES OF LITHUANIA: congress dinner planned here
VILNIUS UNIVERSITY: 5 minutes from conference venue, tours included.
VILNIUS
YOUR NEXT MEETING POINT